



















































































































































































































































































 













 

 



 












































































































































































 























 









































































 























































 

 













































































































































































































Process 
core area 

Flow of 
materials 

Associated areas 

Clean zone(s) 

Cleanroom(s) 

Flow of waste 

Flow of personnel 

External environment 

Finished 
product 

Nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

 

 

Vulnerable surface 

 

Product functions 

 

A particular surface at a particular moment 

 

 

 

Different parts are at different moments sensitive for particle contamination. 

A defect can lead to failure of a product function. 

  







































































 

 



































 

 













 





 













































 

















 























 






























 






















































       

       

       



 

 









































       

       

       





 

























 




















 





 





 























 



 





















 













 






 








































































































































































































































































































































































 











 













 









 









 















 











 









































 











 









 













 



























 


































